The lake around!
Two beautiful lake on north and south in Viborg. Every day, people will walk, ran,
and cycling around the lake. I also same. I say to Claudio.”I go to walk around the lake."!
When I walked while looking at the beautiful lake. I thought it is drawing, Our action
bordering around the shape. If you examine ’Draw’ of English words at dictionary. ‘Draw’
have broad meanings. Draw, pull, scoop, send, tie, sharing, etc… That is exactly, to ask
why art is necessary, there meaning needed by Art. Well, I does not speak english well.
Sometimes, I will talk a mistake to Claudio, change the verb and noun.!
"the lake around.” When the lake began around, whether Will we receive the view.!
Once upon a time, the lake that has increased is enough to cover the old road, maybe
turn?!

Concept!
We know change of nature at any time. such as the Danish weather. However, we
does not know when big change. Always we can walk and run to around the lake, We do
not know how long the deadline.!
The world has been going on big disaster somewhere. We and prepares a natural of
human life, it is that no way. However, We must remember it also be a factor that
significantly change our lives some day. !
This work can be fun experience as well as changing the constant thinking. Also i
presentation the natural pulled around and tethered of people.!

!

Reflection!
Material : Shelf Mirror Light Glitter

Water surface!

!

I was able to ‘Mitate' a lot of water surface in the room.!
Wall of collar, wash basin, faucets, washing machine, detergents, abandoned painting,
table, and floor.!

!

How often equal metaphors and ’Mitate’. But slightly different. The ancient Greeks
has metaphors star of the mythological story. It is make visible to invisible things by
imagination.!
’Mitate’ of Japan method that is used in Japanese gardens, tea ceremony and all other
Japanese arts crafts culture. It is used to make the other story or make moreover the
location. The method, it is mediate to analogy, aroused to association, the object continue
to articulation.!
This work has abstract elements and infinite story. Water surface has a lot of allegory,
infinite variety of image.!
When you are looking at the art work, While we will confront both own inside and the
object.!
What do you reflects of the water surface? For example, as Greek mythology
‘Narcissus’.

